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THE AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION WANTS YOU

to experience all the fun and knowledge that coin collecting can bring. In
addition to the annual ANA Young Numismatist (YN) Online Auction,

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS ARE OFFERED TO YOUNG COLLECTORS:
ANA SUMMER SEMINAR brings collectors of all ages and experience to-

gether each summer to learn about numismatics and share their knowledge. Seminars are in
Colorado Springs on the Colorado College campus, adjacent to ANA Headquarters. A course
catalog will be available in early 2023. Students take classes of their choice, attend field trips
to explore the local area and participate in special activities while living with fellow YN’s, interns, and mentors. Full and partial scholarships (tuition, room & board, airfare) are available
to qualified ANA-member Young Numismatists. Applications are available at money.org, or by
contacting the ANA Education Department at 719-482-9865.

ANA YN TREASURE TRIVIA GAME is another exciting event held at the

ANA National Money Show® and the World’s Fair of Money®. Participants follow a treasure
map of the convention and bourse floors to find answers to numismatic trivia questions and
collect treasures along the way.

YOUNG COLLECTORS CORNER is a program held at ANA shows for

children ages 5-17 that explains the origins and history of money in all of its forms, as well as
the foundations of numismatics. Attendance is strongly encouraged for children just starting
out in the hobby, and Scouts can earn their Coin Collecting Merit Badge upon successful
completion of this fun, interactive workshop.

THE DAVID R. CERVIN ANCIENT COIN PROJECT allows YN’s

to earn a variety of quality ancient coins by presenting lectures and exhibits, writing articles
and completing other hobby-related projects. Go to the “Young Numismatists” page at www.
money.org for more information.

THE DOUGLAS F. BIRD EARLY AMERICAN COPPER
COIN PROJECT outlines another enjoyable way to learn about early U.S. history

and numismatics. YN’s earn copper coins, books and numismatic supplies by writing
articles or school reports, giving presentations for school or Scouts, exhibiting, completing
correspondence or Summer Seminar courses and completing other projects.

THE DOLLAR PROJECT is designed for YN’s between the ages of 8-12. YN’s
will complete hands-on and website activities that will offer interesting prizes and prepare
them for the more rigorous Early American and Ancient Coin Projects.

YOUR NEWSLETTER is a monthly electronic newsletter written by and for

Young Numismatists. Your Newsletter is also the place to submit news, articles and quizzes
that you would like to share with fellow young numismatists. To subscribe or submit articles
for consideration please email: YourNewsletter@money.org.
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2022 YOUNG NUMISMATIST

ONLINE AUCTION RULES
• Each bidder must register no later than 11:59pm

ensure the integrity of the YN Auction process.
• In the event a winning bidder cannot make good on a

(MDT) on Thursday, September 8, 2022.

payment for a won lot, the ANA will contact the next
highest bidder (after the auction has ended) and will offer

• Only YN Dollars are accepted for payment. Each
bidder must submit all YN Dollars requests no later than
11:59pm (MDT) on Tuesday, August 30, 2022 to ensure
they are delivered in time for the day of the auction. (You
may submit YN Dollar requests after that date, but you may
not receive them in time for this year’s YN Auction.)

the next highest bidder the opportunity to purchase the lot.
As this next highest bidder did not anticipate purchasing
the lot because it was lost to the highest bidder in real time,
there is no obligation for the second highest bidder to
purchase the lot in question. It will only be offered as a
courtesy if the original winning bidder in real time cannot
pay for it. Please do not bid on ANY lots that you can

• You will need to choose and enter an appropriate,
unique screen/bidder name to be used in order to place
bids on the auction lots. (Inappropriate names will be addressed with the user and disciplinary action may be taken if
deemed necessary, up to and including your exclusion from
the YN Auction.)

not pay for in YN Dollars.

• All winning bidders will receive their won lots in a

timely manner after sufficient payment in YN Dollars
has been received – all payments must be postmarked by
Monday, September 26, 2022. YN Dollars are the only

• When bidding on a lot, you must enter your screen
name and bid amount. All items are recorded by lot number, along with the winning bidder and winning amount.

tender accepted for all payments.

• Note to bidders: The photos in this catalog are not to
scale or actual size. It is the responsibility of each bidder to
familiarize themself with the auction lots in advance of the
auction day in order to bid most effectively. If deemed
necessary, you may contact the auctioneer before the day
of the auction with any questions you may have regarding
any of the auction lots.

• The auctioneer’s hammer will fall after each lot, to
signify the end of bidding for that particular lot and the sale
is considered final. In the event of a tie bid, the auctioneer
may at his/her discretion decide who has actually won the
lot. All decisions will be made as equitably as possible to

YN’S MAY NOT SHARE THEIR YN DOLLARS – THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERRABLE.

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

• All raw/ungraded coins (or coins not in sets)
will be shipped in plasticized/vinyl flips. It is
• All sales are strictly for “YN Dollars.” The auctioneer reserves the
suggested to remove your coin(s) from these
right to refuse to honor any bid or limit the amount of any bid, which, in
flips and store them in a container suitable
his or her opinion, is not submitted in “good faith.”
for long-term storage to help prevent PVC
• The auctioneer reserves the right to require payment in full before
damage.
delivery of the merchandise to the buyer. All winning auction lots are
• Minimum bids will be posted for each lot.
due and payable immediately upon receipt.
No “cut” bids will be accepted for opening
• No buy or unlimited bids will be accepted.
bids, unless the auctioneer states otherwise.
• The auctioneer’s decision shall be final and binding upon all bidders.

Annual ANA Young Numismatist Online Auction Ways for YN’s to Earn Auction Money September 10, 2022-September 9, 2023

WANT TO LEARN WAYS TO EARN YN DOLLARS? VISIT MONEY ORG/YOUNG-NUMISMATISTS/HOW-TO-EARN-YN-DOLLARS
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ONLINE AUCTION TIPS
Using online auction venues can be a fun and rewarding experience for a collector looking to
expand his or her coin collection. It provides a hobbyist access to thousands of items that one would
otherwise never view. However, there are risks associated with purchasing coins through online
auction sites. Remember, ANA YN Auctions are not a typical representation of what most coin
auctions are like. They are meant to provide fun and educational experiences by easing YN’s into the
process of online coin auctions by learning the subtle nuances of coin grading and descriptions. Here
are a few tips that will hopefully aid in providing for a positive online buying experience.
• Be wary of sellers who use private auction listings,
as this is often a tactic used to disguise shill bidding
(where agents acting on behalf of the seller bid on an
item in order to artificially increase its price).

• One must remember the classic adage, applied for
online auctions, that “If an item or lot seems too good
to be true, then it is most likely not legitimate.” Many
individuals who think they received an unbelievable
bargain through online auction venues end up
getting burned.

• Avoid sellers who have private feedback. This tactic
is usually employed to disguise negative feedback other
buyers have left the individual. If a seller cannot share
his or her feedback regarding past transaction, it would
be wise to pass on their item.

• When using any other auction firm be sure to
understand the auction rules, terms & conditions.
They can vary from firm to firm, and an informed
bidder will know what terms and conditions they are
bounded by.

• Avoid sellers with new accounts who are selling
expensive coins for the first time. An expensive coin
should only be purchased from a seller who has a clear
track record. Also beware of sellers who will sell a large
number of inexpensive “junk” items in a short period
to increase their feedback. This can be a tactic used to
give the veil of legitimacy.

• Always read the seller’s entire auction description
and terms before bidding on an item. Be sure to
understand what exactly is being sold, shipping
charges, return policies, and payment options. Watch
for any unusual terms listed in an auction.
• Be wary of sellers claiming to know very little about
coins or claiming that this was an inherited estate
that they know nothing about. This is often a way for
sellers to auction low quality or counterfeit coins and
attempt to disclaim responsibility with ignorance. A
quick check of feedback records will often indicate that
the “novice” seller has been selling coins for months, or
even years.

• Always avoid auction sellers who attempt to sell
numismatic items to you unsolicited away from the
online venue. This is against the policy of most auction
sites, and the buyer has no recourse through the
auction venue should there be a transaction problem.
• Beware of new “alphabet soup” certification
companies. A large number of coins are offered online
as being graded by a professional grading service. In
fact, they are often typical Coin World-like holders
with a homemade label that contains an inaccurate
grade and an acronym that represents a “self-slabbing”
grader. The truth is that any hobbyist can purchase and
place a label into a coin holder and call themselves a
“grader.”

• Avoid sellers that do not accept returns or do not
have a stated return policy of some sort.
• Always examine the Feedback Rating of a seller
that you are interested in purchasing an item from. A
buyer should avoid a seller with a low feedback rating
(generally below 98 percent), or one who has a recent
string of negative feedback.

• Avoid sellers who are selling many raw coins or
coins in 3rd tier slabs, but are quoting prices for ultragrade coins from sources like the PCGS Price Guide.
The sellers’ coins are nearly always over-graded or
problem coins and are not comparable to the coins they
are being compared against.
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• Beware of US coins being auctioned by sellers
from the Far East. Individuals in China produce large
quantities of counterfeit US silver coins, particularly
Bust, Seated, Trade and Morgan Dollars.

such as excessive shipping and handling charges,
requirements of payment forms that the buyers have
no recourse with (such as cash-only sales), “as-is” sales,
or single-day auctions (as this is often a way to avoid
the policing efforts of online auction sites).

• Beware of sellers that do not provide a clear picture
of a coin or provide no picture at all.

• Beware of signs that an online account has
been hijacked. Hijacked accounts are seller accounts
that have been taken over fraudulently by a different
user than the account holder. Some signs that an
account has been hijacked include:

• Beware of a coin picture that does not appear like
the seller took the actual photograph.
A recent trend has been for unscrupulous sellers to
steal a photo from a legitimate dealer, auction house,
or collector and use it in an auction where they are
selling an inferior coin, or no coin at all.

A. Seller feedback that has many RECENT 		
negatives at a higher rate than normal for
the account.

• Beware of sellers who attribute raw coins or graded
coins that have no mention of an attribution. Be wary
unless the seller is willing to guarantee the attribution &
offer a reasonable return policy that provides the
winning bidder time to examine and verify the attribution of the coin. This is of special interest to variety
collectors of half cents, cents, half dollars, and dollars.

B. A seller account that remains inactive for 		
a long period of time, then is suddenly selling
rare or expensive coins.
C. An account that sells no coins for a long 		
period of time, then is suddenly selling 		
large quantities of rare and expensive coins.

• Be wary of sellers who describe their photos as
“stock photos,” meaning that the coin the winning
bidder receives will not be the coin pictured. Many
times, the coins being shipped to buyers are of inferior
quality compared to the stock coin used in the photo.

D. An account that has previously only 		
purchased items and never sold any items, let
alone coins, is now selling large quantities

• Be cautious of sellers who offer unusual sales terms,

One should be advised that THESE TIPS ARE GENERAL STATEMENTS. Some perfectly honest online
sellers may bring up one or two of these “red flags.” However, IF YOU ARE UNCOMFORTABLE WITH
ASPECTS OF A SELLER’S ACCOUNT OR LISTINGS, THEN AVOID THAT SELLER. In general, the more
“red flags” a seller raises, the greater the likelihood that the seller is a dishonest individual.

LOT 51.

1907 FRANCE 20 FRANCS
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NUMISMATIC REFERENCE MATERIALS

									

US COINS – GENERAL

- Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of US &
		 Colonial Coins, Walter Breen.
- The Official Guide to Coin Grading & Counterfeit
		 Detection, John Dannreuther.
- The Official ANA Grading Standards for United
		 States Coins, Kenneth Bressett.
- A Guide Book of United States Coins, (The 		
		 Redbook), R.S. Yeoman.
- A Guide Book of United States Coins, Deluxe 		
		 “Mega Red” Edition Redbook, R.S. Yeoman.
- U.S. Coin Digest, David Harper & Harry Miller.
		 Half Cents
- American Half Cents-The “Little Half Sisters”, 		
		 Roger Cohen.
- Walter Breen’s Encyclopedia of United States 		
Half Cents 1793-1857, Walter Breen.

(REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION)

- A Guide Book of Flying Eagle and Indian Head 		
		 Cents (Redbook), Richard Snow.
- Flying Eagle & Indian Head Cent Die Varieties, 		
		 Larry Steve & Kevin Flynn.

LINCOLN CENTS (1909-DATE)

- The Authoritative Reference on Lincoln Cents, 		
		 John Wexler and Kevin Flynn.
- The RPM Book: Second Edition, Lincoln Cents, 		
		 James Wiles.
- The Standard Guide to the Lincoln Cent,
		 Dr. Sol Taylor.
- Looking Through Lincoln Cents,
		 Charles D. Daughtrey.
- The Complete Guide to Lincoln Cents,
		 David W. Lange.

LARGE CENTS - EARLY DATES (1793-1814)

TWO CENTS

- Penny Whimsy, William H. Sheldon.
- United States Large Cents 1793-1814, William
		 C. Noyes.

- The Two Cent Piece and Varieties, Myron Kliman.
- Longacre’s Two Cent Piece Die Varieties & Errors,
		 Frank Leone.
- Getting Your Two Cents Worth, Kevin Flynn.

LARGE CENTS – MIDDLE DATES (1816-1839)

- United States Copper Cents 1816-1857,
		 Howard Newcomb.
- United States Large Cents 1816-1839,
		 by William C. Noyes.
- The Cent Book: 1816-1839, John D. Wright.

SILVER THREE CENTS (1851-1873)

- The Authoritative Reference on Three Cent Silver
		 Coins, Kevin Flynn and Winston Zack.

NICKEL THREE CENTS (1865-1889)

LARGE CENTS – LATE DATES (1839-1857)

- The Authoritative Reference on Three Cent 		
		 Nickels, Kevin Flynn and Edward Fletcher.

- United States Copper Cents 1816-1857,
		 Howard Newcomb.
- The Die Varieties of United States Large Cents 		
		 1840-1857 - John R. Grellman, Jr.

HALF DIMES (1794-1873)

- The United States Half Dimes, D.W. Valentine.
- The Complete Guide to Liberty Seated Half 		
(1856-1909)
		 Dimes. Al Blythe.
- Enthusiast’s Guide to Flying Eagle and Indian 		
- Federal Half Dimes 1792-1837, Russell J. Logan
		 Cent, Q. David Bowers.
		 and John W. McCloskey.
- Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Attribution Guide 		
- The Authoritative Reference on Liberty Seated 		
		 1856-1858, Richard Snow.
		 Half Dimes, Kevin Flynn.

FLYING EAGLE & INDIAN CENTS
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- The Complete Guide to Barber Dimes,
		 David Lawrence.
- The Shield Five Cent Series, Edward Fletcher.
- The Authoritative Reference on Barber Dimes, 		
		
Kevin Flynn.
- The Complete Guide to Shield and Liberty Head 		
Nickels, G. Peters and C. Mohon.
- Collecting and Investment Strategies for Barber
- A Guide Book of Shield and Liberty Head Nickels 		 		 Dimes, Jeff Ambio.
(Redbook), Q. David Bowers.

SHIELD FIVE CENTS (NICKELS) (1866-1883)

“MERCURY” LIBERTY HEAD TEN CENTS

LIBERTY HEAD FIVE CENTS

(DIMES) (1916-1945)
- The Complete Guide to Mercury Dimes,
		 David Lange.

(NICKELS) (1883-1913)
- The Complete Guide to Shield and Liberty Head
		 Nickels, G. Peters and C. Mohon.
- Treasure Hunting Liberty Head Nickels,
		 Kevin Flynn.
- A Guide Book of Shield and Liberty Head Nickels
		 (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.

ROOSEVELT HEAD TEN CENTS

(DIMES) (1946-DATE)
- The Authoritative Reference on Roosevelt Dimes,
		 Kevin Flynn.

INDIAN HEAD (OR BUFFALO)
FIVE CENTS (NICKELS) (1913-1938)

DRAPED BUST QUARTER DOLLARS (1796-1807)
- The Early Quarter Dollars of the United States 		
		 1796-1838, A.W. Browning.
- Early United States Quarters, 1796-1838,
		 Steve Tompkins.

- The Complete Guide to Buffalo Nickels,
		 David Lange.
- Treasure Hunting Buffalo Nickels, John Wexler,
		 Kevin Flynn, and Ron Pope.
- A Guide Book of Buffalo and Jefferson Nickels 		
		 (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.

SEATED LIBERTY QUARTER DOLLARS

(1838-1891)
- The Comprehensive Encyclopedia of U.S. Liberty
		 Seated Quarters, Larry Briggs.

JEFFERSON HEAD FIVE CENTS (NICKELS)

(1938-DATE)
- The Jefferson Nickel Analyst,
		 Bernard A. Nagengast.
- The Best of the Jefferson Nickel Doubled Die 		
		 Varieties, John Wexler.
- A Guide Book of Buffalo and Jefferson Nickels 		
		 (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.

BARBER QUARTER DOLLARS (1892-1916)
- The Complete Guide to Barber Quarters,
		 David Lawrence.

STANDING LIBERTY QUARTER DOLLARS

EARLY DIMES (1796-1837)

(1916-1930)
- Standing Liberty Quarters, J.H. Cline, (1976).
- Standing Liberty Quarters: Varieties and Errors,
		 Robert Knauss.

- Early United States Dimes 1796-1837, David 		
		 Davis, et al.

SEATED LIBERTY TEN CENTS

WASHINGTON HEAD QUARTER DOLLARS

(DIMES) (1837-1891)
- The Encyclopedia of United States Liberty Seated
		 Dimes 1837-1891, Kamal Ahwash.
- The Complete Guide to Seated Liberty Dimes, 		
		 Brian Greer.

(1932-DATE)
- The Complete Guide to Washington quarters, 		
		 John Feigenbaum.
- The Best of the Washington Quarter Doubled 		
		 Dies- John Wexler and Kevin Flynn.
- A Guide Book of Washington and Statehood 		

BARBER TEN CENTS (DIMES) (1892-1916)
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		 Quarters (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.
- The Official National Park Quarters Book,
		 David Ganz.
- America’s Beautiful National Parks, A Handbook
		 for Collecting the New National Park Quarters,
		 Aaron McKeon.

EARLY DOLLARS (1794-1804)

EARLY HALF DOLLARS (1794-1836)

SEATED LIBERTY DOLLARS & TRADE
DOLLARS (1836-1885)

- The United States Early Silver Dollars from 1794
		 to 1803, M. H. Bolender.
- Encyclopedia of United States Silver Dollars and
		 Trade Dollars, Q David Bowers.

- Early Half Dollar Die Varieties, Al Overton (Third
		 Edition Edited by Don Parsley).
- The Ultimate Guide to Attributing Bust Half 		
		 Dollars, Glenn Peterson, M.D.
- Bust Half Fever, Glenn Peterson, M.D.
		 Seated Liberty Half Dollars (1839-1891)
- The Complete Guide to Liberty Seated Half 		
		 Dollars, Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert.

- Encyclopedia of United States Silver Dollars and
		 Trade Dollars, Q David Bowers.
- The Liberty Seated Dollar 1840-1873,
		 Weimar White.

MORGAN AND PEACE ONE DOLLAR

(SILVER) (1878-1935)
- The Comprehensive Catalog and Encyclopedia of
		 U.S. Morgan and Peace Dollars, Leroy Van Allen
		 and George Mallis.
- Carson City Morgan Dollars, Adam Crum, Selby
		 Ungar, & Jeff Oxman.
- A Guide Book of Morgan Silver Dollars 			
		 (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.
- A Guide Book of Peace Dollars (Redbook),
		 Roger Burdette.

BARBER HALF DOLLARS (1892-1915)

- The Complete Guide to Barber Halves,
		 David Lawrence.
- The Authoritative Reference on Barber Half 		
		 Dollars, Kevin Flynn.

WALKING LIBERTY HALF DOLLARS (1916-1947)

- Walking Liberty Half Dollar, Dean F. Howe.
- The Complete Guide To Walking Liberty Half 		
		 Dollars, Bruce Fox.
(1971-1978)
- Treasure Hunting Walking Liberty Half Dollars, 		
- The Authoritative Reference on Eisenhower 		
		 Kevin Flynn and Brian Raines.
		 Dollars- John Wexler, Bill Crawford, and
		 Kevin Flynn.
- Collectible Ike Varieties – Facts, Photos, & 		
(1948-1963)
		 Theories, The Ike Group.
- The Franklin Half Dollar, Lyman L. Allen.
- The Complete Guide to Franklin Half Dollars,
		 Rick Tomaska.
- United States Gold Coins: An Analysis of Auction
- A Guide Book of Franklin and Kennedy Half 		
		 Records (Volumes I-VI) David W. Akers.
		 Dollars (Redbook), Rick Tomaska.
- United States Gold Coins. An Illustrated History.
- Treasure Hunting Franklin and Kennedy Half 		
		 Dollar Doubled Dies, Kevin Flynn & John Wexler. 		 Q. David Bowers.
- Early US Gold Coin Varieties, John Dannreuther
		 and Harry Bass, Jr.
(1964-DATE)
- Encyclopedia of United States Gold Coins, Jeff 		
- The Kennedy Half Dollar Book by
		 Garrett & Ron Guth.
		 James Wiles, PhD.
- A Guide Book of Double Eagle Gold Coins 		
- A Guide Book of Franklin and Kennedy Half 		
		 (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.
		 Dollars (Redbook), Rick Tomaska.
- American Gold and Platinum Eagles –
- Treasure Hunting Franklin and Kennedy Half 		
		 A Guide to the United States Bullion Coin 		
		 Dollar Doubled Dies, Kevin Flynn & John Wexler. 		 Programs, Edmund Moy.

EISENHOWER/IKE ONE DOLLAR

FRANKLIN HEAD HALF DOLLARS

UNITED STATES GOLD

KENNEDY HEAD HALF DOLLARS
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COMMEMORATIVE COINS

- An Illustrated History of U.S. Commemorative Coinage, Don Taxay.
- Commemorative Coins of the US, A Complete Encyclopedia, David Bowers.
- An Encyclopedia of Commemorative Coins of the United States, Anthony J. Swiatek.
- A Guide Book of United States Commemorative Coins (Redbook), Q. David Bowers.

PROOF AND MINT SETS

- United States Proof Sets & Mint Sets, 1936-2002, Bill Gale & Ron Guth.
- A Guide Book of Modern United States Proof Coin Sets, 1936-2009, David Lange.

PATTERN COINS

- United States Pattern Coins, Andrew Pollock.
- United States Pattern Coins: Complete Source for History, Rarity, and Values, J. Hewitt Judd, M.D. 				
(edited by Q. David Bowers).

ERROR COINS AND VARIETIES

- The Error Coin Encyclopedia, Arnold Margolis and Fred Weinberg.
- The Cherrypicker’s Guide to Rare Varieties of United States Coins (Volumes I and II), Bill Fivaz 				
and JT Stanton.
- A Collector’s Guide to Misplaced Dates, Kevin Flynn.
- Over Mintmarks and Hot Repunched Mintmarks, Kevin Flynn.

ANCIENT COINS

- Roman Imperial Coinage (RIC) (10 Volumes), Various Authors, Various Release Dates.
- British Museum Catalog (BMC) Coins of the Roman Empire (Volumes I-VI), Various Authors,
		 Various Release Dates.
- Roman Coins and their Values (Volumes I-III with Volume IV in preparation), David Sear.
- British Museum Catalog (BMC) Greek (Volumes I-XXIX), Various Authors, Various Release Dates.
- Greek Coins and their Values (Volumes I-II), David Sear.
- Byzantine Coins and Their Values, David Sear.

WORLD COIN REFERENCES

- Standard Catalog of World Coins: 2001-Date, Colin R. Bruce II & Thomas Michael.
- Standard Catalog of World Coins: 1901-2000, Colin R. Bruce II & Thomas Michael.
- Standard Catalog of World Coins: 1801-1900, Colin R. Bruce II and Thomas Michael.
- Standard Catalog of World Coins: 1701-1800, Colin R. Bruce II, Thomas Michael, & George Cuhaj.
- Standard Catalog of World Coins: 1601-1700, Chester Krause, Clifford Mishler, & Colin R. Bruce II.
- Charlton’s Standard Catalog of Canadian Coins, W.K. Cross.
- Coins of England and the United Kingdom, Spink.
- Coins of Northern Europe and Russia, George Cuhaj and Thomas Michael.
- A Guide Book of Canadian Coins & Tokens, James Haxby.
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1. 1857 FLYING EAGLE 1C – VERY GOOD: $15

The first small cent type for circulation in the USA,
made of copper-nickel. Most of the original details
have worn away in circulation, but there is still plenty
of coin left here.

2. 1907 INDIAN HEAD 1C, IMPROPER ALLOY ERROR –
CHOICE BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $25 Coinage metals are blend-

ed before they are poured into ingots and rolled into sheets. The
sheet that this coin’s
blank was punched
out of had improperly mixed metals,
giving the coin a
wood-grained appearance. Very nice
look to this one!

6. 1922-D
LINCOLN 1C –
GOOD-6: $30

This is always
one of those
coins you just
hope to find in a roll of “unsearched” Wheaties. For
those of you who are not quite so lucky, here’s one you
can purchase! The remaining details are a solid Good,
but not quite strong enough for Very Good. Another
great semi-key date Lincoln cent!

7. 1926-S LINCOLN 1C – GOOD/VERY GOOD: $10

3. 1924-D LINCOLN 1C – VERY GOOD DETAILS (ENVIRONMENTAL
DAMAGE): $30 Key and semi-key date coins are always in demand,

and should be among the first coins a set builder buys. Despite some
minor corrosion on
the obverse, this is
a great starter piece
for anyone building
a set – many older
collectors still have
this spot empty in
their albums!

4. 1935-D LINCOLN 1C – GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED, RED: $20

Pre-World War II cents in pristine condition are never a bad idea to
add to a collection.
This piece shows
original mint red
luster that’s warmed
over the years; no
toning or black carbon spots. Ideal coin
to add to a high grade
set.

This isn’t a
semi-key date,
but it is certainly
a better, early
date Wheatie.
It straddles the
line between
Good and Very
Good. A very
well-traveled
cent; problem free with plenty of honest wear.

8. 1940-S LINCOLN 1C – GEM
BRILLIANT
UNCIRCULATED,
RED BROWN: $10

Here’s another
pre-World War II
Wheat cent with
fully original mint luster; this one struck in San Francisco.
There is a light fingerprint remnant behind Lincoln’s
head, hence the Red Brown designation.

9. 1874
SHIELD 5C –
ALMOST GOOD:
$10

5. 1936-D LINCOLN 1C – GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED,
RED BROWN: $15
This is another
pleasing Mint
State Wheat cent,
despite a lightly
hazy appearance.
The planchet also
shows the slightest
signs of incompleteness, which
most people would
never notice unless someone pointed it out.

Shield nickels
were the first
nickel five-cent
pieces that
circulated in the U.S.A. It was a hard metal for the Mint
to strike at the time, so die cracks are normally seen on
them. This coin strangely does not show any of these;
probably worn away in circulation.
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10. 1938-S JEFFERSON 5C – GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $20

From the first year of production for Jefferson Nickels, and also from
the same dies as
the specimens
in the last three
year’s auctions,
comes this beauty
made in San
Francisco. Many
die scratches are
indicative of die
clash remnant
removal but, the strike and luster on this piece are incredible – looks
like it was just minted yesterday!

13. 1914 BARBER 10C
– FINE/VERY FINE: $15

Barber coinage served
as “workhorse” money
during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries.
This coin has some
damage on the rim under the date, but there are still
plenty of original details remaining.

11. 1944-P JEFFERSON 5C; INCOMPLETE PLANCHET ERROR –
GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $20 The other awesome ungraded

14. 1853 LIBERTY SEATED 25C, ARROWS & RAYS – VERY FINE
DETAILS (LIGHTLY
CLEANED): $30

Mint State Jefferson
nickel being offered
this year, is this specimen in the emergency wartime composition containing 35%
silver. This coin was
struck on a planchet
that was almost
100% complete.

Finding problemfree 19th century
type coinage is not
always easy. This
coin was lightly
cleaned a long time
ago, but still has a
very attractive appearance. The reverse is starting to show signs
of re-toning.

12. 1877-S LIBERTY SEATED 10C – VERY FINE DETAILS
(ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE): $20 Liberty Seated pieces are among

15. 1857 LIBERTY SEATED 25C – VERY FINE DETAILS
(SCRATCHED):$25 This specimen has stronger VF details than the

the most popular U.S.
Type coin designs, and
were used on six different denominations!
This dime still shows
some nice original features, but it also has
rough surfaces, especially the obverse.

previous listing. It has an overall wonderful look, though there are
two scratches; the
one on the obverse
can’t help but be
noticed, but the one
on the reverse is a
bit hidden by the
letters UNI.

16. 1949 WASHINTON 25C – CHOICE BRILLIANT
UNCIRCULATED+: $30 Very clean example from the last year of

the “40’s. Average satin luster, and struck by later state dies,
as evidenced by a slight orange peel effect on the surfaces and
hints of spiderweb-style die cracks starting in some areas.
Very clean reverse.

17. 1964 WASHINGTON 25C, TYPE B REVERSE; FS-901 –
EXTREMELY FINE: $25 This variety is found on scarce quarters

struck in Philadelphia from 1956-64, and is listed in the
Cherrypicker’s Guide to Rare Die Varieties of United States Coins.
It was struck by a reverse die with features intended to be used
on proof coinage, which has some slight design differences than
the regular circulating versions.
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18. 1976-S WASHINGTON
25C, BICENTENNIAL;
SILVER – GEM BRILLIANT
UNCIRCULATED (IN U.S. MINT
POLYFILM): $10 This coin

19. 1963 FRANKLIN 50C – BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $25

Here’s a
Franklin half dollar that shows killer luster, but lacks a full strike, so the bell
lines on the reverse are not 100% present. Some hits on the cheek prevent
this from gem (MS-65) quality. Still a very nice coin from the last year of
the series at Philadelphia.

was cut out of an uncirculated
Bicentennial 3-piece set and is
40% silver. It is still inside the
Mint plastic it was issued in,
though it has been separated
from the half dollar and dollar.
Fully original coin with a full
strike and typical satiny luster
for the type.

20. 1879-S MORGAN SILVER
DOLLAR, 3RD REVERSE – CHOICE
BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $65

The first few years of Morgan Dollar production in San Francisco turned out many
specimens with booming luster. This piece
displays this usual flashiness, accompanied by a full strike. Some marks on the
cheek prevent this from grading higher
than Mint State-63. (Sometimes referred
to as the Reverse of 1879.)

21. 1880-S MORGAN SILVER DOLLAR
– EXTREMELY FINE DETAILS (CLEANED;
RETONED): $40

This circulated piece had been cleaned
by someone long ago, but it has since retoned and acquired some very cool colors,
especially on the reverse. Perfect piece for
fans of attractive natural rainbow toning!

22. 1881-S MORGAN SILVER DOLLAR
– BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $55

The ‘79-S offered this year has less chatter
across all surfaces, but this ‘81-S has
slightly better original Mint luster on both
sides. Again, this is typical for the early
San Francisco Morgans, but if you just
need one specimen for a type collection,
this would suffice!
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23. 1899-O MORGAN SILVER DOLLAR –
CHOICE BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $60

Here’s the only coin offered this year minted at the
branch facility in New Orleans. Some years of
“Nawlins” Morgans show horribly weak strikes, but
this date is known for having some increased pressure
in the coining chamber, so there is near full detail
present. The luster is super nice; a solid MS-63.

24. 1920 PILGRIM TERCENTENARY
COMMEMORATIVE 50C – ALMOST UNCIRCULATED
DETAILS (IMPROPERLY CLEANED): $40

One of two classic commemoratives this year, and the
first time we’ve been able to offer a “Pilgrim”! This one
still has almost all of the original details, but it has been
cleaned a bit too harshly, as evidenced by hairlines on
both sides; not be confused with all of the die scratches
also present.

25. 1923-S MONROE DOCTRINE CENTENNIAL
COMMEMORATIVE 50C – CHOICE VERY FINE+: $35

The other classic commem being offered is a Monroe
Doctrine half; also the first time we’ve been able to offer
one! This one is right on the edge of VF and XF. Very
eye-appealing coin for the grade, and problem free.
Awesome artistic reverse design!

26. 1989-S
CONGRESS BICENTENNIAL COMMEM 50C –
SUPERB GEM PROOF WITH
FULL CAMEO: $15

28. 2006 LINCOLN 1C,
STRUCK OFF-CENTER
– CHOICE BRILLIANT
UNCIRCULATED RED: $20

A close-up of the bust of the Statue of Freedom that sits on top of the
Capitol dome graces this coin’s obverse. It is not accompanied by all of
the original Mint packaging, but it is still in the original capsule of issue.

27. 1992-P XXV OLYMPIAD COMMEMORATIVE 50C –
SUPERB GEM UNCIRCULATED: $15

Among the errors offered
this year, this is the only
off-center, and it actually includes the full date! It is showing some of
the zinc core, exposed due to shearing of the copper plating during
striking. Wonderful example of this fun type of striking error!

29. 1919-S BUFFALO
5C, REVERSE PLANCHET
LAMINATION – GOOD: $15

This modern commem half is also in its
original Mint capsule,
minus the other packaging, and has started
to develop some gold
and sapphire hues
around the periphery, especially on the
reverse. Perfect for the collector of
Olympic numismatic-related memorabilia!

Due to impurities in the
metals used to make this
coin, a lightning bolt of a fracture has shown up running diagonally
across the buffalo’s body. Most of the details have worn away due
to heavy use in circulation, and most of the date still shows.
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30. 1927-S BUFFALO 5C, OBVERSE PLANCHET LAMINATION –
VERY GOOD: $20 This lamination is more prominent and affects a more

noticeable portion of the coin than the previous listing. Part of the peeled away
portion is no longer attached, and there is a small void just above the eyebrow.

31. 1962-D JEFFERSON
5C, REVERSE PLANCHET
LAMINATION – ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED: $10

Here’s another reverse
lamination error, but this
one shows a decent chunk
of missing metal, going
right across Monticello.
Finding that missing piece would add tremendous value (and would also be
nothing short of miraculous!)

32. (NO DATE) WAFFLECANCELLED BLANK 25C –
UNCIRCULATED: $20

This 20th century coppernickel blank intended to be
used to strike a quarter was
rejected and cancelled by
the Mint’s “waffler” for some
reason, though it is not apparent why upon close inspection. It weighs the standard 5.67 grams and looks
complete. Not really a true Mint “error” but still a very interesting item to own!

33. 1961 KANSAS
STATEHOOD CENTENNIAL
SO-CALLED DOLLAR;
HK-586 – SUPERB GEM
BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $35

We rarely get to offer So-called
Dollars in our auctions, and
this one is made of 90% silver;
contains .596 ounces actual
silver weight (ASW). Read the
info available on the S.C.D.
website; interesting history
with this piece, and a mintage
of only 20,000!
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34. 2004 NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
FANTASY $1 – GEM PROOF, CAMEO: $25

Technically this item is a bronze medal, and from
the U.S.A. It is thinly plated with silver containing a
percentage of actual silver recovered from the World
Trade Center building collapses on September 11,
2001. Designed by artist Dan Carr! (If you don’t have
any “DC” coins in your collection, this is a great way to
get one at a nice price!!)

35. 1997 6COIN SET OF TEC
ELONGATED COINS
FROM THE ANA
WORLD’S FAIR OF
®
MONEY SHOW –
BRILLIANT
UNCIRCULATED: $15

Show-specific
numismatic items
can be difficult to
find unless you
actually attended
the show yourself.
This six-coin set
was rolled out by
The Elongated
Collectors (TEC)
and was available
for sale at the TEC
booth. All coins
are secure in
sealed plastic.

36. GOLD-PLATED NECKLACE PENDANT WITH
1906 INDIAN HEAD 1C – VERY GOOD/
FINE: $10 Here’s a jewelry piece
containing an average circulated
Indian Head cent. Some people
like to wear expensive coins
around their neck, but this lets
the wearer show off an attractive historical piece without
having to fear something too
valuable being lost or stolen.

40. 1942-D AUSTRALIA SIX PENCE – EXTREMELY
FINE: $5 During World War II the U.S. Mint struck

coins for several nations. This silver (.925 fine) six
pence shows evidence of circulation wear, but still has
a fair amount of original luster. An average piece in this
condition,
and a
Denver Mint
product.

41. 1916 CANADA ONE CENT – EXTREMELY FINE: $5

Here’s a
World War I
Era coin from
our neighbors
in the Great
White North;
Canada! It
shows average circulation evidence
for the grade, and a small dark spot on the reverse.
Otherwise, this is a very pleasing Canadian large cent.

37. NECKLACE BEZEL PENDANT
WITH 1986-S STATUE OF LIBERTY
CENTENNIAL 50C – IMPAIRED
PROOF: $15 This modern

commem started out as a
sweet proof coin, and is
now an “obviously worn by
someone as jewelry” proof
coin and cleaned to the point
where the surfaces are barely
prooflike, but it’s still always
a proof no matter what.
This bezel can be unscrewed to fit any U.S. half dollar.

42. 1902-LIMA JF ECUADOR ½ DECIMO – ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED DETAILS (CLEANED): $10

38. NECKLACE BEZEL PENDANT WITH 1981 GIBRALTAR 1
CROWN, ROYAL WEDDING COMMEMORATIVE – GEM PROOF
CAMEO: $30 Protective plastic layers help keep this sterling silver

(.925 fine) proof stay in
pristine condition. The
bezel is also sterling and
held in place by a screw for
coin removal. This is one
of just 30,000 silver proof
specimens minted.

39. 1941 AUSTRALIA HALF PENNY – ALMOST UNCIRCULATED: $10
Original red luster pokes through some of the lettering, but the coin
shows some slight
signs of wear, some
black spots, and
a couple of small
scratches on the
neck. Definitely a
better kind of coin to
pull from a dealer’s
junk bin with some
searching.
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This little silver coin (.900 fine) has lustrous surfaces and
nearly complete original details, though it was harshly
cleaned at
some point.
Struck at
the mint in
Lima, Peru
– the U.S. is
not the only
country that
has made
coins for other nations!

43. 1916 (P) EL SALVADOR 5 CENTAVOS – VERY
FINE DETAILS (MINOR CORROSION): $5

Here’s another coin struck by the U.S. Mint, this one in
Philadelphia, with a 1.5 million mintage. A relatively average world
coin, but it
is always
fun to have
anything
over 100
years old in a
collection!

44. 1934 FIJI SHILLING – EXTREMELY FINE: $10

Colonial pieces like this often have lower mintages than their counterparts from the
mainland. This silver shilling is one of only 360 thousand minted. It has a darkened look,
but that’s only because it’s totally original and has never been cleaned.

45. 1981 GREAT BRITAIN 25 NEW PENCE – GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $10

This is one of two 1981 Royal Wedding commemorative pieces. This one was struck for
circulation in copper-nickel, and has numerous obverse die scratches. There is a light
golden and blue tone, primarily on the obverse.

46. 1999 GREAT BRITAIN 5 POUNDS – GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $10

Here’s another crown-sized coin from Great Britain featuring Lady Diana Spencer,
Princess of Wales. This is the copper-nickel version, and the surfaces are starting to
become enveloped in a lightly bluish haze.

47. 1883 HAWAII QUARTER DOLLAR –
VERY FINE DETAILS (FILED EDGE): $50

Charles Barber designed the scarce and popular
1883 Hawaiian coinage issues. This quarter shows
some damage on the edges at the 3 o’clock and 9
o’clock positions, indicating that this was likely a
former jewelry piece of some sort, and has since
been (somewhat) restored.

48. 1943 (B) INDIA – BRITISH HALF RUPEE – EXTREMELY FINE/ALMOST
UNCIRCULATED: $10 This .500 fine silver coin was minted in Mumbai (Bombay)
as evidenced by the dot mintmark
under the rose at the bottom area
on the reverse. The obverse has
a bit too many issues for this coin
to grade much higher than XF.

49. 1942-S
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES
1/10 GULDEN – UNCIRCULATED:
$5 Here’s another little silver

piece (.720 fine). It was struck in
San Francisco and has an “S” mintmark. The U.S. Mint has produced numerous coins for several other countries ever
since 1876. It also has a palm tree privy mark, to help distinguish it from regular
Netherlands issues.
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50. 1937 NEW ZEALAND SIX PENCE –
EXTREMELY FINE: $5

Six pences bearing the image of King
George VI debuted this year, and 1.28
million of these New Zealand versions
were minted. This coin may have been
very lightly cleaned a while ago, but it
shows typical marks for the grade.

51. 1907 FRANCE 20 FRANCS –
CHOICE BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED : $350
This year’s gold coin is a French “Rooster”.
These beautiful pieces served as predecessors
to modern Euro coinage, as most European
nations had a similar denomination that also
had an actual gold weight (AGW) of .1867, to
help standardize world trade over 100 years
ago. Good luck!

52. 1933 NEW
ZEALAND SHILLING
– VERY FINE DETAILS
(CLEANED): $10

Here’s another British
colonial silver shilling;
this one from New Zealand and the first year of the country’s coinage. It
has been cleaned, but still shows most of the original and iconic design
of a Māori warrior crouching on the reverse.

53. 2018 UKRAINE 10 HRYVEN, DAY OF THE UKRAINIAN VOLUNTEER
COMMEMORATIVE – GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED: $10 Very striking appearance

to this coin, with an eagle above a flame and two crossed swords. The reverse shows the
words, “Who if not me?” inside an outline of the country, including the Crimean Peninsula;
land annexed by Russia a few years earlier. Not intended for circulation.

54. 1974 CANADA 1C, INCOMPLETE PLANCHET ERROR –
ALMOST UNCIRCULATED : $5 This is one of two world error coins offered this year.

This coin shows a relatively decent planchet clip. This happens when a blanking press
punches out a new blank from a sheet, in a location right next to where another blank
was already punched out previously, creating this crescent-shaped appearance.
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55. 1947-MO MEXICO ONE PESO, CRACKED
PLANCHET ERROR – ALMOST UNCIRCULATED : $25

This coin shows a scarce planchet error; a crack in the
metal, visible on both sides, as well as the edge in the
affected area. It isn’t huge but it is significant and not
always something noticed by many collectors, unless
they actively look for these unusual defects.

56. 1997 VATICAN
CITY 50 LIRE &
100 LIRE, 2-COIN
SET – CHOICE BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED:
$15 Pope John

Paul II is featured
on these two small
copper-nickel coins
issued by the Vatican,
sealed in a small
presentation folder. Both coins have themes related to world peace –
something we can all certainly use a bit more of these days!

57. (NO DATE) U.S. AIR FORCE 1-OUNCE SILVER ROUND –
PROOF: $25

Apparently, this
was a presentation
piece for someone’s
father, who was
probably involved
with the USAF in
some manner. The
reverse has a personal inscription, so
this probably does not resonate with most of us unless the date on it
is important to you. Definitely a unique piece to add to a collection of
silver bullion rounds!

58. 1907 U.S. MEDAL,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
PLAQUETTE (REPLICA):
$25 Here’s a sizeable

chunk of yellow bronze
featuring Theodore Roosevelt. This is a reissue of the “Hampton
Roads” design, with Charles Barber responsible for the obverse, and
George T. Morgan, the reverse; a rare collaborative effort!

59. 1994-S U.S. MINT PREMIER SILVER PROOF SET IN
ORIGINAL GOVERNMENT PACKAGING: $30
This set has the same
amount of coins (five) as
the regular 1994 proof sets
issued, except the dime,
quarter, and half dollar are
all 90% silver specimens,
and in a much nicer presentation holder than the
regular silver proof sets for
that year.

60. 1999 U.S. MINT
PROOF SET IN ORIGINAL
GOVERNMENT PACKAGING:
$25 If you’re going

to build a set of the 50
States Quarters Program proof coins, you
are going to need the
five quarters from this
9-coin set. The box has
some wear, but the
capsules the coins are
in are doing just fine.

61. 2018 U.S. MINT
PROOF SET IN ORIGINAL
GOVERNMENT
PACKAGING:
$20 This set is a

bit newer than the
last lot listed, and
includes 10 pristine
proof coins for your
collecting pleasure.
Perfect item to celebrate 2018, or to give as a gift to someone, or to just keep
for your own hobby enjoyment!

62. 1996-P SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 150TH
ANNIVERSARY COMMEMORATIVE SILVER DOLLAR –
SUPERB GEM PROOF: $30 The mintage for this modern

commemorative dollar is 129,152. Limited coins have
more potential to rise in
value, but it also depends
upon the number of
surviving specimens in the
future. But if you collect
for the love of the hobby,
then there are no worries!

63. 2011-W SEPTEMBER 11 NATIONAL MEDAL –
SUPERB GEM PROOF: $30 This silver medal contains one

full ounce of pure silver. The mintage listed on the Certificate of Authenticity states a
mintage of 2 million, though
in reality the number may be
closer to 109,365. Exonumia
is underrated!
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64. 2004-2006
JEFFERSON NICKELS
& FIRST DAY COVERS
SET – 10 PIECES: $20

This lot is a box with
TEN uncirculated Jefferson Nickels celebrating
the Westward Journey
of exploration made by Lewis & Clark over 200 years ago. Each
nickel is affixed to an envelope as First Day Covers, accompanied
by some very beautiful stamps related to this expedition.

65. 1909 LINCOLN
1C – ANACS MS-63 RB
(OLD HOLDER): $25

69. 1997 LINCOLN 1C – PCGS MS-65 RD (OLD
HOLDER): $20 Sometimes we disagree with a grading
service’s assessment of a coin’s state of preservation.
While this is usually rare, this particular coin seems to
have been unfairly punished by this grade. (Keep in
mind that standards for grading have some flexibility
over time and this is an older style holder.)

Here’s a nice red-brown
specimen of the first
date in the Lincoln cent
series. A few carbon
spots on the reverse do
not detract from the
overall quality of this
fully original piece, with a fair amount of red still present (for now).

66. 1941-S LINCOLN 1C – PCGS MS-66 RD: $20
A couple of small carbon spots and a hit underneath LIBERTY likely
prevented this coin
from finding a home in
a 67 holder, but it still
has that soft, pretty
“40’s San Francisco
luster. This specimen
shows the smaller and
more common mintmark used that year.

70. 1938-D BUFFALO 5C – NGC AU-58: $30

1938 Buffalo nickels are typically found in high grade
condition. This piece was likely a gem that spent a
couple of days in circulation, as there are only the
slightest hints of real wear; not much, but enough.

67. 1956 LINCOLN 1C – ANACS PF-66 RED (OLD HOLDER;
TONED): $20 For the collectors of proof Wheat cents, this one

doesn’t have cameoed
devices, but toning
is starting to develop
a little bit on both
sides, giving the coin
a slightly purple look
in some places. Minor
pitting is seen on both
sides, perhaps from
lightly rusted dies.

68. 1964 LINCOLN 1C – PCGS PR-64 CAM (OLD HOLDER): $25
Here’s a pretty penny with cameos on both sides. A small hazy
patch in front of Lincoln’s
face likely stopped this
from grading higher.
Great piece for collectors
of older slabs, regardless
of the coin inside!

71. 1944-P JEFFERSON 5C – PCGS MS-66: $40

This is the only other “war” nickel offered this year,
and also happens to be a “44-P, but this one is graded
and completely problem free. The steps of Monticello
are almost complete, but not enough to garner a Full
Steps designation.
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72. 1950-D JEFFERSON 5C – ANACS MS-64
(OLD HOLDER): $40 Here’s the classic key date in the

Jefferson nickel series, with a very nice strike, but just misses
being a full stepper. The coin has taken on a light golden hue.
In the early “50’s, this was a hot coin on almost everyone’s
want list! Things have calmed down a bit since then.

77. 1955-D WASHINGTON 25C – PCGS MS64: $35
73. 1941-S MERCURY 10C – PCGS MS-65 (OLD HOLDER): $30

This San Francisco Mercury dime is fully gem, with incredible
booming luster, but lacks
a full strike based on
the relatively flat bands
on the reverse. It shows
remnants of an old die
clash, as well as a nice
obverse die crack; all of
that, and it’s in an older
generation holder to
boot. Shows the normal,
small mintmark. (Note:
Relisted from last year.)

74. 1945-D MERCURY
10C – PCGS MS-65: $30

Accurately graded 1950’s
quarter, displaying average luster seen on U.S.
silver coins from the time
period, with a fair amount
of contact marks; near
gem quality. Not a bad
piece if you can pick it
up for a fair price.

78. 1991-S
WASHINGTON 25C
– NGC ULTRA CAMEO
PF-69 (OLD HOLDER):
$10 Another fairly

graded quarter, with
only the slightest areas
having light tics on the
obverse’s frosted devices.
Very nice Washington,
in a relatively older-style
NGC holder.

This Mercury dime from
the final year of the series is
fully gem, and has bands on
the back that couldn’t get
much more separated without deserving the Full Bands
designation; oh, so close!

75. 1952-D ROOSEVELT 10C – PCGS MS-65 (OLD HOLDER;
TONED): $25

79. 2002-S TENNESSEE STATEHOOD 25C;
SILVER – NGC ULTRA
CAMEO PF-69: $20

76. 1927 STANDING LIBERTY 25C – PCGS F-12 (TONED): $30

80. 1939-S LIBERTY WALKING 50C –
ANACS VG-10: $20 This Walker was slabbed in a

The obverse of this piece
has a subdued tone, but
the reverse has a gorgeous
rainbow ring encompassing
the periphery. Great piece
for old slab collectors, as
well as lovers of original
target-style toning!

This is the only SLQ
up for auction this
year. Another fun
color piece, showing
splashes of sapphire
and russet mostly on
the obverse. Great,
problem free example
of this beautiful American type coin!

Unlike the previous
listing, this proof quarter
came out of a silver
proof set. The lack of
100% complete frosting on the fiddle’s neck
probably kept this from
finding a home in a perfect Proof-70 holder.

short-lived version,
slim style ANACS
holder. The coin definitely has some wear,
but in general, has a
very nice look as a
classic piece of Americana; such an aesthetically pleasing design
to put on money!
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81. 1954-D FRANKLIN
50C – PCGS MS-63: $40

86. (1874-1876) 25C
NOTE, FRACTIONAL
CURRENCY – GOOD/
VERY GOOD : $10

This is one of only two
graded Franklin half
dollars offered this
year, holdered by PCGS
as Choice Brilliant
Uncirculated. The bell
lines are close, but not
all there. The amount,
size, and location of
the marks on both
sides are exactly right
for the grade.

82. 1963-D FRANKLIN
50C – PCGS MS64 (OLD HOLDER): $45

The other graded Franklin up
for auction is this one from
the last year of production.
The bell lines are super
close, but just not 100%
considering older standards.
(Today, it might actually get a
FBL designation, depending
on the grader!)

83. 1967 KENNEDY 50C –
PCGS SPECIMEN-66 CAMEO;
SMS: $25 There were no

Finally for the paper
money collectors, we
are pleased to offer
this twenty-five cent
Fractional Currency
note. This “Fifth Issue”
(1874-1876) note is
not in the greatest shape, with a couple of small
edge tears, and a few holes are present.

87. 1935-E
$1 SILVER
CERTIFICATE
– VERY GOOD/
FINE: $5

This single
shows plenty of
evidence of use
as money, with
some hard creases, but there are no holes, rips, or
stains. Wonderful starter specimen to include in a
modest collection of older banknotes not commonly seen in circulation anymore.

88. 2013 $1 FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE, WITH
OVER-INKED DIGIT IN SERIAL NUMBERS –
CRISP UNCIRCULATED:
$5 This FRN from Fed

proof sets issued in 196567, but Special Mint Sets
were meant to placate
collectors’ interests in their
absence. Finding SMS coins
with cameos on both sides
is not an easy feat for some
years and denominations. This
piece resembles a proof coin!

84. 2015-S KENNEDY 50C;
SILVER – PCGS PR-69DCAM: $20
Technically, this is the only proof
Kennedy half offered in this year’s
YN Auction and it is the silver version. The tiniest nicks
on the obverse prevent this
one from achieving a perfect
Proof-70 grade, but it is still
a beautiful JFK silver proof.

85. 1903-S MORGAN SILVER DOLLAR –
PCGS GENUINE; AG DETAILS – RIM DAMAGE: $50

It can be so difficult finding key and semi-key date coins in problem free
condition, but sometimes that helps a collector find a more affordable
specimen to add to their collection. The reverse was harshly scraped
against some rough surface a long time ago. If you’re looking for an
affordable 1903-S Morgan, bid on this one!
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District 10 shows serial
numbers that both have
the third digit showing
some extra thickness;
on the number 2. This
is not a very significant
paper money error, but
if this is your area of
specialty, then this note may be right for you!

94. LITTLE BOOK OF
COLLECTIBLE EISENHOWER
DOLLARS BY THE IKE GROUP –
NEW: $25 If you like Ike, or at

89. 1953 $2 UNITED STATES
NOTE – VERY FINE: $10
This deuce with signatures of
Priest and Humphrey is in average condition. The corners and
edges are a bit soft, with some
dark areas, but no holes or rips
are anywhere on this note.
Great specimen for anyone
looking to just add one nice,
older red seal TWO to their
type collection!

least collecting Ike Dollars, this
book is a must have! Plenty
of information to read about
some lesser-known Eisenhower dollar die varieties, to
help guide your cherrypicking
efforts when faced with a pile
of these coins to sort through.

90. CANCELLED CHECK –
MILWAUKEE (WI) BANK OF
COMMERCE, NOVEMBER
21, 1878 – VERY GOOD/FINE:
$15 Here’s an old check that

95. A GUIDE BOOK OF
UNITED STATES TYPE
COINS (THE OFFICIAL RED
BOOK) BY Q. DAVID BOWERS
(SOFTCOVER; NEW): $30

has been cancelled, with a 2c
Internal Revenue stamp affixed. This was for a bank draft
(“cash”) for $153.00, which was quite a sizeable sum of money back
then – it makes you wonder what these funds were needed for!

This book credited to Q.D.B.
is helpful if you collect United
States coins. It is an essential
guide for anyone seeking to
build a worthwhile collection
of US Type coins; just one
nice example of each one
issued by the country. It is much easier to win and
read this book than it is to build the full set including
gold (but don’t ever let that stop you!)

91. CANCELLED CHECK
– THE NATIONAL BANK
OF GARDINER, MAINE,
JANUARY 1, 1927 – VERY
FINE: $10 This old check was

96. A GUIDE BOOK OF
UNITED STATES COINS,
2018; NGC 30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
EDITION (RED BOOK)
– NEW: $40 Whitman Pub-

drawn for $35.00 on the very
first day of 1927. This was a
dividend check that someone
received, probably for stocks
or a similar investment; a much happier moment before the Great
Depression came around a couple years later!

92. 2021 POLAND ZERO EURO SOUVENIR BANKNOTES –
CRISP UNCIRCULATED: $10

lishing issued a limited edition
version of the 2018 Red Book
to celebrate NGC’s 30th anniversary, with gold foil printing
on the front and back covers
to set it apart from the regular
71st edition copies. An uncommon buying opportunity
for the collector of fine numismatic literature!

Jak się masz! The only world currency available in this year’s auction are these two unusual, ZERO
denomination Euro banknotes
from Poland. They come in a
souvenir folder, with a “Merry
Christmas” theme and message
on the notes. Similar but different
than last year’s offering.

97. A GUIDE BOOK OF UNITED STATES COINS –
MEGA RED, 3RD EDITION (THE OFFICIAL RED BOOK)
BY Q. DAVID BOWERS (SOFTCOVER; NEW): $50

93. THE COIN COLLECTOR’S SURVIVAL MANUAL
(7TH ED.)AND THE INSIDER’S GUIDE
TO U.S. COIN VALUES (21ST ED.) SCOTT
A. TRAVERS – TWO BOOKS – SOFTCOVERS,
NEW: $30 For those of you just starting

So if the first two Red Book offerings weren’t big enough for
you, hopefully you’ll be bidding
on this “Mega Red”. This is the
3rd edition, highlighting the
different five-cent nickel series
issued since 1866, though it
also goes into great depth on
many other coins, including
information about some great
die varieties out there waiting
to be found by you!

out, these two books are great reads to
help understand how many of the things
work in this hobby, as well as the numismatic marketplace. Education is key to
understanding and doing well with coins
and paper money!
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98. WHITMAN DELUXE ALBUM #9417
– LIBERTY STANDING QUARTERS –
NEW OLD STOCK/UNUSED: $15
Whitman deluxe albums are a beautiful
way to house (and sometimes unwittingly, tone) your collection. If you’re lucky
enough to have a collection of the SLQ’s,
this would be a wonderful way to store
and view them without risking damage.

99. WHITMAN DELUXE ALBUM #9150
– SILVER ROUNDS – NEW/UNUSED: $15
Looking for a beautiful way to house your
collection of all of those 1-ounce silver
rounds older people keep giving you, in
the desperate hopes it’ll turn you into a
life-long collector? Look no further than
this deluxe Whitman album! Brand new,
in shrink wrap.

100. U.S. MINT’S “THE FORMATION
OF THE UNION” ARCHIVAL SET –
NEW: $10 In 2001 The Mint issued an

educational folio containing the first 13 issues from the 50 States Quarters Program,
from both Philadelphia and Denver; 26
uncirculated coins total. The lucky winner
can open and enjoy it, or leave it closed
(and hopefully still enjoy it that way too!)

101 –110. GRAB BAGS!! $25
For those of you who did not win ANY of the previous 100
lots, this is your last chance to get something in this year’s
auction! There are TEN grab bags we’ve put together, chock
full o’ numismatic (and exonumismatic) goodies; plenty of fun
stuff to sort through for younger collectors, but you won’t
know what’s in ’em unless you win one of these! The grab
bags are popular and are different every year based on items
received in donations. They will be auctioned off, one at a
time, starting with Lot #101, concluding with Lot #110.
(Limit only ONE grab bag per any YN who has NOT won
anything else in this auction – let’s keep it fun and fair, so we
can continue including these lots every year for the newer
YNs! We want to be sure that as many of our YNs as possible
walk away with something - we sincerely thank our older,
experienced YNs for understanding!)
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